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Heavy quark schemes in perturbative QCD

Heavy quark schemes in DIS have received a lot of attention in the recent
years, specially due to its impact in the determination of PDFs and
correspondingly in LHC physics.
Two very well-understood schemes:

1. Assume heavy quarks effectively massless above Q2 = m2
H → Massless

scheme, valid for Q2 � m2
H

2. Heavy quarks retain their mass for all Q2 → Massive scheme, valid for
Q2 ∼ m2

H

However, their matching in a unique GM-VFN scheme valid at all Q2 is much

more challenging
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Matched calculations

Matched calculations aim to combined mass effects in the massive scheme
with log resummation in the massless scheme
Several proposals in the literature, including:

1. ACOT: Used in CTEQ family of PDF analysis since 2006 (Collins and
Tung 86, Aivazis et al 93, Collins 98). Several variants: Simplified ACOT
(S-ACOT), S-ACOT-χ

2. Thorne-Roberts: Used in MSTW family of PDF analysis (Thorne and
Roberts 98, Thorne 06)

3. FONLL: originally formulated for hadronic collisions (Cacciari, Greco and
Nason 98), recently applied to DIS (Forte, Laenen, Nason, Rojo 10).
Currently being implemented in the NNPDF family of PDF analysis

Detailed discussions on the theoretical framework underlying the various
GM-VFN schemes presented at previous PDF4LHC meetings: P. Nason, CERN
08 and CERN 09, R. Thorne DESY 09

Now focus on numerical quantitative comparisons between these schemes
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THE FONLL APPROACH

Heavy quarks in deep-inelastic scattering,
Stefano Forte, Eric Laenen, Paolo Nason, Juan Rojo
arXiv:1001.2312 [hep-ph]
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FONLL in a nutshell
I Express the massive result F (nl ) in terms of the massless PDFs and αs (non

trivial from O
`
α2

s

´
)
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I Define massless limit of the massive computation as
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I The FONLL approximation is then

FFONLL(x , Q2) ≡ F (d)(x , Q2) + F (nl )(x , Q2),

F (d)(x , Q2) ≡
h
F (nl+1)(x , Q2)− F (nl , 0)(x , Q2)

i
All technical details in arXiv:1001.2312
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FONLL in a nutshell
I Far from threshold, Q2 � m2 F (nl , 0)(x , Q2) ∼ F (nl )(x , Q2) → the massless

computation recovered

FFONLL(x , Q2) ∼ F (nl+1)(x , Q2)

I Near threshold the “difference term” is formally higher order but unreliable, so
one can correct it by mass suppressed terms, using for example a damping factor
(FONLL default)

F (d, th)(x , Q2) ≡ fthr(x , Q2)F (d)(x , Q2), fthr(x , Q2) = Θ(Q2−m2)

„
1−

Q2

m2

«2

,

or some form of χ−scaling,

F (d, χ)(x , Q2) ≡ F (d)(x , Q2) = x

Z
χ(x,Q2)

dy

y
C

„
χ(x , Q2)

y
, α(Q2)

«
f (y , Q2),

F (d, χ,v2)(x , Q2) ≡ F (d)(χ(x , Q2), Q2), χ = x

„
1 +

4m2

Q2

«
.

The choice of threshold prescription represent an intrinsic ambiguity of the
matching procedure. Can it be eliminated?
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Perturbative ordering in FONLL

Three FONLL schemes for different ordering of the perturbative expansion can
be defined:

1. Scheme A → O (αs) in massless and in massive

2. Scheme B → O (αs) in massless and O
`
α2

s

´
in massive

3. Scheme C → O
`
α2

s

´
in massless and in massive

In any of the three schemes, any threshold prescription can be implemented
These schemes can be related to existing approaches

1. Scheme A is identical to S-ACOT

2. Scheme B was formulated with similar scope as TR (use the information
from the O

`
α2

s

´
massive computation in a NLO GM-VFN scheme), but

they turn to be completely different

3. Scheme C should be S-ACOT at NNLO?
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F2c(x , Q2) in FONLL

The different contributions to FONLL for F2c(x , Q2):

In FONLL scheme B ZM∼M0 even at Q2 ∼ 20 GeV2 , so FONLL∼Massive
Greatly reduced sensitivity to choice of (arbitrary) threshold prescription
present in scheme A

In all schemes mass-suppressed corrections are important even at moderate Q2
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F2c(x , Q2) in FONLL - threshold prescriptions

The FONLL result for F2c(x , Q2) with different threshold prescriptions

Figure 18: The FONLL expression for F2 c in the three schemes for perturbative ordering
A–C of Sec. 3.3, and either with no threshold suppression terms, or with the damping
factor or ! scaling suppression at threshold. The structure functions are plotted as a
function of x for fixed Q2 = 2, 4, 10, 100 GeV2 (from bottom to top).

5.1 Order !2
s

We have computed the ratio

!F (nl)
2 c (x,Q2) !

!F (nl)
2 c (x,Q2)" F (nl)

2 c (x,Q2)

F (nl)
2 c (x,Q2)

(83)

for the more practically relevant case of the charm structure function F2. We use theO("2
s)

expressions for !F (nl)
2 c (x,Q2) and F (nl)

2 c (x,Q2) of Sec. 3.2.2: the numerator of Eq. (83) then
is the contribution from the diagram of Fig. 2. Since we are mostly interested in the
behaviour near threshold, the massive scheme is adopted throughout. The conventional
Les Houches PDFs of Sec. 4 are used. Results are shown in Fig. 23. For comparison, we
also show in Fig. 24 the relative size

Rlight !
F (nl)
2 c

"""
qi,q̄i

(x,Q2)

F (nl)
2 c (x,Q2)

, (84)

of the contribution from the light–quark initiated diagrams F (nl)
2 c

"""
qi,q̄i

(shown in Fig. 3) to

the heavy structure function F (nl)
2 c . It appears that the light–quark initiated contribution

to F (nl)
2 c of Fig. 24, though moderate, can amount to as much as 10% of F2 c in the HERA

region and it is thus rather larger than the mass–singular contribution Fig. 23, which
remains at the percent level in this region. Therefore, within this kinematics the mismatch
Eq. (83) between the two definitions of the heavy quark structure function is negligible
even when the measured light–quark initiated countribution (which includes both of the
contributions of Figs. 23-24) is not small.

38

In FONLL the ambiguity due to choice of (arbitrary) threshold prescription
present in scheme A dissapears in scheme B

This threshold ambiguity can be as large as the resummation itself
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F2c(x , Q2) in FONLL - Summary

Figure 20: The FONLL expression for the structure function F2 c with the threshold
treated using the damping factor Eq. (18), in the three schemes for perturbative ordering
A–C of Sec. 3.3. The structure functions are plotted as a function of x for fixed Q2 =
2, 4, 10, 100 GeV2 (from top to bottom). Results in the NLO massless scheme result
(same as Figs. 8-9) are also shown for comparison (dotdashed).

K2 is the virtuality of the hh̄ pair. The way ng is determined and its precise definition
are discussed Ref. [50]; here, we can interpret it as the enhancement of the light–quark
initiated heavy quark contribution of Fig. 2, i.e. the numerator of Eq. (83), whose relative
size is shown in Fig. 23. We have K2 ! 4m2, and Q2 can be identified with the DIS Q2

scale.
The reason why the scale Q2 should be chosen as the scale for the evaluation of ng, as

opposed to W 2, deserves a comment, given that in the small x limit these two scales are
widely di!erent. In fact, if we assume a behaviour like 1/x1+! for the light quark density
in the small x limit, the contribution of the first diagram of Fig. 2 has the form
! zmax

x

dz

z

"!s

4"

#2
LNS,(2)
q (z,Q2/m2)q(x/z) " q(x)

"!s

4"

#2
! zmax

0
dzz!LNS,(2)

q (z,Q2/m2) .

(86)
Since LNS,(2) is a non-singlet coe"cient function, its z integral is finite at the lower limit,
and the result grows like log3Q2/m2 (see Eq. (D.8) and subsequent comment in Ref. [29],
see also Ref. [33]). This confirms the scale choice of Q2 rather than W 2.

The function ng is plotted in Fig. 25 as a function of K2 for di!erent scales Q2: at a
scale K2 = 4m2 = 8 GeV2, we see that the enhancement is below 20% for Q2 # 100 GeV2,
and below 90% for Q2 # 1000 GeV2. Hence, the e!ect is moderate in the HERA region,
where the contribution which is thus enhanced amounts to a few percent of the structure
function in the first place, as shown in Fig. 23. However, the e!ect becomes large as Q2

increases and it could be a significant correction at a higher energy electron–proton collider

41
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FONLL - Summary

I The FONLL approach provides a simple, flexible and practically viable
implementation of heavy quark effects in DIS

I FONLL allows for the combination of fixed order heavy quark emission
terms with the all–order resummation of collinear logs which appear at
scales much larger than the heavy quark mass.

I A significant feature is that the perturbative order at which the
fixed–order and resummed results are obtained can be chosen
independently of each other in the most suitable way

I By exploiting this flexibility, we have defined scheme B, which thanks to
the use of the α2

S massive coefficients cures the threshold ambiguities
which affect scheme A → FONLL-B is A NLO GM-VFN scheme without
(almost) threshold ambiguity

I FONLL can be easily generalized to arbitrary perturbative orders, as
shown by scheme C, a relatively simple NNLO GM-VFN scheme
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THE LES HOUCHES HEAVY QUARK
BENCHMARKS STUDY
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Les Houches HQ Benchmark settings

I A unique set of PDFs is used → We adopt the Les Houches toy PDF set,
evolved in Q2 to NLO and NNLO using the HOPPET program
(G. P. Salam and J. Rojo, Comput. Phys. Commun. 180 (2009) 120)

I αs

`
Q2

´
obtained from exact solution of the RG equations from

αs

`
Q2 = m2

c = 2 GeV2
´

= 0.35

I The charm quark is the only heavy quark (mb →∞)

I F2c (FLc) defined as the contribution to F2 (FL) when light quark charges
set to zero

I Compare F2c and FLc for the different GM-VFN schemes for different
values of Q2, from 4 GeV2 to 100 GeV2

Here concentrate on F2c - see extras for FLc

I Comparisons available between ACOT, TR and FONLL
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Results: F2c in FONLL vs. S-ACOT

The χ−scaling threshold prescription used in S-ACOT-χ can be implemented in
two alternative ways (with the difference being subleading)

I x → χ replacement only inside convolutions

F (χ)(x , Q2) = x

Z
χ(x,Q2)

dy

y
C

„
χ(x , Q2)

y
, α(Q2)

«
f (y , Q2),

I x → χ replacement in the structure function argument

F (χ,v2)(x , Q2) = χ(x , Q2)

Z
χ(x,Q2)

dy

y
C

„
χ(x , Q2)

y
, α(Q2)

«
f (y , Q2),

χ(x , Q2) = x

„
1 +

4m2

Q2

«
.

F (χ)(x , Q2) used in CTEQ6.6, while F (χ,v2)(x , Q2) implemented in MSTW2008
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Results: F2c in FONLL vs. S-ACOT

S-ACOT is identical to FONLL scheme A
S-ACOT-χ is identical to FONLL scheme A with χ scaling (v2)
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Results: F2c in FONLL vs. S-ACOT

As Q2 increases all schemes are identical (threshold effects negligible)
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Results: F2c in FONLL vs. S-ACOT

I FONLL-A (plain) is identical to S-ACOT (both for F2c and for FLc)

I FONLL-A is identical to S-ACOT-χ once the proper threshold
prescription is adopted

I The S-ACOT-χ numbers provided by F. Olness use a different χ−scaling
than the ones used in the CTEQ6.6 fit (P. Nadolsky)

I It is crucial to carefully state the threshold prescription used in each case
→ In FONLL scheme A (and in S-ACOT) the effect of the threshold
prescription can be as large as the resummation itself

I The default threshold prescription used in FONLL (damping factor) falls
between the two implementations of χ−scaling
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Results: F2c in FONLL vs. MSTW08
With default threshold prescriptions:
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Results: F2c in FONLL vs. MSTW08
With default threshold prescriptions:
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Results: F2c in FONLL vs. MSTW08
With default threshold prescriptions:
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Results: F2c in FONLL vs. MSTW08
With threshold prescriptions switched off:
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Results: F2c in FONLL vs. MSTW08
With threshold prescriptions switched off:
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Results: F2c in FONLL vs. MSTW08
With threshold prescriptions switched off:
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Results: F2c in FONLL vs. MSTW08

The only difference for F2c(x , Q2) between FONLL scheme A (and scheme
C) and MSTW08 NLO (and NNLO) (without threshold prescriptions) is a
Q2−independent matching term f in MSTW08:

FONLL-A - MSTW08-NLO = f
`
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m2

c

´´
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The same conclusions holds for S-ACOT vs. MSTW08 NLO
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Results: F2c in FONLL vs. MSTW08
Summary of the TR/MSTW08 vs. FONLL comparison

I FONLL scheme B was formulated with a similar motivation than TR →
Use all information from the O

`
α2

s

´
massive computation in the NLO

GM-VFN scheme

I In practice, since TR freeze their O
`
α2

s

´
term at Q2 = m2

c , for F2c TR
and FONLL-B turn out to be completely different schemes

I TR NLO is S-ACOT/FONLL-A plus the constant (subleading) term, and
shares with these schemes the large dependence on the choice of
(arbitrary) threshold prescription (unlike FONLL-B which is unaffected by
this choice of prescription)

I Similar conclusions for TR NNLO and FONLL-C: identical up to a
Q2−independent subleading term

I For FLc instead the TR ordering leads to similar results between
FONLL-B and MSTW08.
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SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
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Summary

The Les Houches benchmark study on heavy quarks GM-VFN schemes has
allowed to identify and quantify similarities and differences between schemes:

1. FONLL-A (plain) is identical to S-ACOT, and FONLL-A (χ,v2) is
identical to S-ACOT-χ (Olness), both for F2c and FLc

2. The only difference between FONLL-A (plain) (and S-ACOT) and
MSTW08 NLO for F2c is a Q2-independent matching term present in
MSTW08

3. The only difference between FONLL-C (plain) and MSTW08 NNLO for
F2c is a Q2-independent matching term present in MSTW08

4. FONLL scheme B is a completely different scheme from MSTW08 NLO
for F2c . In particular, unlike S-ACOT or MSTW08, it is independent of
the threshold prescription

5. On the other hand, due to the TR ordering, FONLL scheme B(C) is very
close to MSTW08 NLO(NNLO) for FLc

Juan Rojo INFN Milano
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Outlook

More work is still required:
From the theoretical point of view:

I CTEQ is planning NNLO PDF fits → would S-ACOT at NNLO be
identical to FONLL scheme C?

I MSTW has studied variations of his GM-VFN scheme with respect his
default values (R. Thorne, PDF4LHC DESY 10/09) → How these new
settings affect the benchmark comparisons?

From the phenomenological point of view:

I Impact of different GM-VFN schemes in the determination of PDF with
benchmark-like settings

I Impact of different GM-VFN schemes in relevant LHC observables

Juan Rojo INFN Milano
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EXTRA MATERIAL
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Scheme accuracy (Nason, CERN TH inst 09)

Accuracy: (k and l stand for ANY integer from 0 to !)

! =
!

j=1

nl

fj
(nl)(x, µ) !̂j

nl(px, µ, mh, .) (Massive scheme)

Born NLO NNLO ...

"s
b "

"

"s log µ/!)k "s
b+1

" ("s log µ/!)k
"s

b+2
" ("s log µ/!)k

! =
!

j=1

nf

fj
(nf)(x, µ) !̂j

(nf)(px, µ, ) (Massless scheme)

Born NLO NNLO ...

"s
b "

"

"s log µ/!)k

"
"

"s log µ/mh)l

+O(mh/µ)

"s
b+1

" ("s log µ/!)k

"
"

"s log µ/mh)l

+O(mh/µ)

"s
b+2

" ("s log µ/!)k

"
"

"s log µ/mh)l

+O(mh/µ)

6
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Matched calculations (Nason, CERN TH inst 09)

ACOT (Aivazis, Collins, Olness, Tung, 1988,1994)
Use the MS scheme above mh without setting mh to zero.
If mh = 0: 1/! poles to subtract; if mh > 0, L = log Q/mh terms to subtract

massless massive

!
!

"
P qg " ! !L P qg "

Formal basis: factorization with massive quarks (Collins,1998)

ACOT At NLO: PDF
subtraction (3rd graph)
depends upon 1st graph.

How to include mass in the 1st graph is not fully specified ...
3rd graph takes away from 2nd graph what was already included in 1st.

9Juan Rojo INFN Milano
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Matched calculations (Nason, CERN TH inst 09)

TR SCHEME (Thorne and Roberts, 1998)
Basic idea: a structure function computed in the decoupling scheme does not
match a structure function computed in the massless scheme when Q!mh.
Correct the massless scheme so that they match.

d1 d2 m1 m2 m3

Q!mh: O(!s) O(!s
2) O(!s) O(!s

2) O(!s)
(When counting the order for Q!mh, remember that fh!!s)
Since F2 is O(1), matching at NLO can be interpreted as: O(!s) terms only.
This approach essentially recovers ACOT

TR try to match at NLO, including O(!s
2) terms by imposing continuity

at Q = M at O(!s
2), up to the derivative with respect to Q.

Since m1 and m2 vanish at Q = m, this implies that d2 is added to their
result. They add d2(Q = mh), to avoid (!sL)2 terms arising for Q"mh.

11Juan Rojo INFN Milano
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Matched calculations (Nason, CERN TH inst 09)

FONLL (Cacciari, Greco, P.N., 1998)
Totally independent approach
introduced in the context of
heavy flavour production at
high pT , in order to address
the discrepancy between
theory and Tevatron data
in b production.
Besides the
pdf, it also deals
with b fragmentation.

It was used to match the NLO heavy flavour production calculation of
Ellis, Dawson and P.N. (massive scheme) with that of Cacciari and Greco
(massless scheme). The method is totally general. It has been applied
to heavy flavour production in e+ e! annihilation, but never to DIS.

15Juan Rojo INFN Milano
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Threshold prescriptions

Figure 14: The O(!s) contribution to the charm structure function, F2 c(x,Q2) with m2
c = 2 GeV2

plotted as a function of Q2 at fixed x at small x. The four curves correspond to the the full massive–
scheme (M) result Eq. (6), its m ! 0 limit (M0) Eq.( 12), and the results obtained applying to
the M0 a damping factor Eq. (18) or "–scaling Eq. (20).

result, i.e. F (nl)(x,Q2) Eq. (6) to its massless (M0) approximation F (nl, 0)(x,Q2), which
is included in the massless (ZM) result, and to the putatively improved versions of the M0
which are obtained by supplementing it with a threshold prescription, such as the damping
factor Eq. (18) or "–scaling Eq. (20). This comparison is performed in Figs. 14-15 for the
F2 c structure function. We see that at very small x mass e!ects are small, but that for
x "> 0.01 close to threshold the deviation between the M result and its M0 approximation
becomes significant, the full result being suppressed by mass e!ects in comparison to its
massless approximation. The threshold factor reproduces well this suppression especially
at smaller x values, while "–scaling provides a bit too much suppression and accordingly
a somewhat worse approximation. That "–scaling provides an excess of suppression for
F2 was already noticed in Ref. [22], where modified, improved " variable were suggested
to remedy this situation. It is interesting to observe that the slightly di!erent "–scaling
prescription Eq. (23) (discussed in Ref. [14]) leads instead to rather less suppression, and
in particular, at small x, less than the damping factor.

Our results so far, Figs. 14-15, show that indeed a threshold factor may help, but
they are of academic interest as soon as we implement the FONLL prescription at lowest
nontrivial order, because O(!s) terms are then treated exactly. We thus turn to the more
practically relevant case of the O(!2

s) terms: these are treated approximately if we adopt
the NLO FONLL method of scheme A. In Figs. 16-17 we repeat the comparison of the M,
M0, and threshold–corrected M0 results, but now for the O(!2

s) contributions to F2 c. Now
the di!erence between the exact M and approximate M0 result is significant even at very
small x. It is still true that, while results with threshold prescriptions are closer to the
exact one, "–scaling provides a somewhat excessive suppression. However, now at large x
the damping factor provides insu"cient suppression, so the quality of the approximation of
either threshold prescription is similar, though perhaps the damping factor is still slightly
better on average.

If the FONLL method is treated including massive contributions up to O(!2
s), i.e.

using schemes B or C the threshold prescription only starts a!ecting O(!3
s) terms. We
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Threshold prescriptions

Figure 14: The O(!s) contribution to the charm structure function, F2 c(x,Q2) with m2
c = 2 GeV2

plotted as a function of Q2 at fixed x at small x. The four curves correspond to the the full massive–
scheme (M) result Eq. (6), its m ! 0 limit (M0) Eq.( 12), and the results obtained applying to
the M0 a damping factor Eq. (18) or "–scaling Eq. (20).
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the di!erence between the exact M and approximate M0 result is significant even at very
small x. It is still true that, while results with threshold prescriptions are closer to the
exact one, "–scaling provides a somewhat excessive suppression. However, now at large x
the damping factor provides insu"cient suppression, so the quality of the approximation of
either threshold prescription is similar, though perhaps the damping factor is still slightly
better on average.

If the FONLL method is treated including massive contributions up to O(!2
s), i.e.
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Figure 16: Same as Fig. 14 but for the O(!2
s) contribution to F2 c(x,Q2).

4.3 Comparison of results at di!erent orders

Finally, in Figs. 20-21 we compare results for the structure functions F2 and FL determined
at various perturbative orders, i.e. in the three schemes A,B,C. All results are now deter-
mined using our default option, namely, the FONLL method with the threshold treated
using a damping factor: the curves are thus the same as those shown in Figs. 18-19 for the
damping factor prescription. For comparison, we also show the simple massless–scheme
result Eq. (1), determined at NLO (O(!)).

First, it appears that e!ects due to the heavy quark mass are not only large in the
threshold region, but in fact still sizable at Q2 ! 10 GeV2 for F2, and for FL quite large
even at Q2 ! 100 GeV2. Also, it is clear that while the B-C scheme curves are very close
to each other, the curve in the A scheme di!ers substantially from them. This means that
scheme B is an improvement over scheme A, in that it already includes most of the O(!2)
e!ects which are fully included in scheme C.

Of course, because of asymptotic freedom, di!erences between results obtained using
di!erent perturbative schemes become smaller at large Q2. Note however that here, for
illustrative purposes, structure functions have been determined with a fixed set of PDFs.
In a realistic situation, the structure function would be fixed by the data and the PDFs
would be fitted.

5 Mass singularities in F2 h

The heavy contribution to structure functions is experimentally accessible, and indeed
the experimental determination of the charm and beauty structure functions F2 c and
F2 b has attracted considerable interest recently, in particular at HERA: specifically, the
kinematic coverage of F2 c data in the (x,Q2) plane for the combined HERA-I dataset [38] is
shown in Fig. 22. However, the experimental definition of heavy structure functions di!ers
somewhat from the definition, given in Sec. 3.2, where Fh was defined as the contribution
to the structure function F obtained when only the electric charge eh of the heavy quark
is nonzero. Rather, the experimentally measured heavy quark structure function, which
we will denote by !Fh, is defined as the contribution to the structure function F from all
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Figure 17: Same as Fig. 16 but at large x.

processes in which there is a heavy quark in the final state [39–46].

The di!erence between !Fh and Fh is potentially significant, because !Fh is a!ected
by mass singularities in the limit m ! 0, due to the fact that heavy–quark production
contributions in which the virtual photon couples to a light quark such as shown in Fig. 2
are included in !Fh, but virtual corrections such as shown in Fig. 5 are not. In contrast,
using the alternative definition Fh neither contribution is included, and both contribute
to Fl, leading to a cancellation of potential mass singularities.

For finite values of the heavy quark mass these mass–singular contributions to !Fh are
of course finite, but enhanced by double logs (powers of L2): the first diagram of Fig. 2
leads to a contribution of order !2

s log
3 Q2/m2 [29,33]. The three logarithmic powers have

the following origin: one arises from the collinear singularity in the emission of the gluon
from the light quark, one from the collinear singularity of the gluon splitting into the
hh̄ pair, and one is due to the gluon becoming soft. The latter log arises because the
contribution to the coe"cient function from the diagram of Fig. 2 is singular at z = 1:
the convolution integral with the PDF up to the kinematic limit z = Q2/(Q2 +m2) < 1
then leads to an extra log whatever the behaviour of the PDF. At higher perturbative
orders !Fh then receives double–logarithmic contributions of the form !2+k

s L3+2k. These
contributions could in principle be controlled experimentally by tagging both the heavy
quark and antiquark and introducing a cuto! on the invariant mass of the heavy quark–
antiquar pair [33].

In conventional parton fits, Fh is usually computed and compared to data, even though
the data really refer to !Fh. Furthermore, even if the theoretical expression !Fh were imple-
mented in a parton fit, one may still wonder whether this quantity may be subject to large
higher–order corrections, because of the aforementioned double logs. It is thus interesting
to assess the size of the di!erence between !Fh and Fh both at lowest nontrivial order and
at higher orders.
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FLc(x , Q2) in FONLL - threshold prescriptions

The FONLL result for FLc(x , Q2) with different threshold prescriptions

Figure 19: Same as Fig. 18 but for the structure function FL c.

Even so, one may wonder whether these results still hold once experimental cuts are
accounted for. To this purpose, we have computed

!!vis,c !
!!vis,c " !vis,c

!vis,c
, (85)

where !vis,c is the so–called “visibile” reduced cross section (after subtraction of the con-
tribution from FL), i.e. the contribution to the DIS charm production cross section with
experimental cuts. We have used the HVQDIS Monte Carlo program [47], with the exper-
imental acceptances of the recent ZEUS muon analysis [45], namely pcT # 1.5 GeV and
"1.6 $ "c $ 2.3 and the massive–scheme ZEUS-S PDFs [48]. Hadronization or charm
decay corrections have been neglected, though their inclusion would be straightforward.

Our results are summarized in Table 1, where we also tabulate the percentage ratio
Eq. (83) already shown in Fig. 23, but now also computed using HVQDIS and ZEUS-S
PDFs. We have adopted an (x,Q2) binning similar to that of the upcoming combined
HERA F2 c dataset. We observe that, in qualitative agreement with the results of Fig. 23,
the percentage discrepancy is always $ O (1%), reaching # O (2%) only for the largest Q2

bins, where statistical uncertainties are anyway much larger. Clearly, with this choice of
kinematics, results are only marginally a"ected by experimental acceptances. We conclude
that in the HERA kinematic range the discrepancy between !Fh and Fh at O(#2

s) is at the
level of the percent, even with experimental cuts. It is interesting to observe that at small
x and not too high Q2 this contribution grows, and it should then be properly accounted
for if F2 c were measured at a future higher energy electron–proton collider [49].

5.2 All–order resummation

When more gluon splitting processes are inserted in the gluon propagator in Fig. 2, before
the final splitting into the hh̄ pair, they lead to corrections enhanced by further powers
of #s log

2Q2/m2 (i.e. double log enhanced). The e"ect of the complete resummation of
these double logarithms was studied in detail in Ref. [50] (see also Ref. [51]), in the case
of heavy flavour production associated with the production of a gluon jet at a scale Q2. It
amounts to an enhancement of the production cross section by a factor ng(Q2,K2), where
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Figure 21: Same as Fig. 21, but for the structure function FL.

such as the LHeC [49]. Also, in the very small x limit, single log enhanced contributions
of the form !s logW 2/m2 will arise [37], and eventually prevail on the double logarithms
discussed above. The e!ect of these small-x logarithms is unlikely to be important the
HERA energy regime, but it may deserve further studies.

6 Conclusion and outlook

We have presented a study of the theory and the phenomenology of the inclusion of heavy
quark corrections in deep–inelastic structure functions, using the FONLL approach that
had been previously proposed in the context of heavy quark photo— and hadroproduction.
This approach is suitable for the combination of fixed order heavy quark emission terms
with the all–order resummation of collinear logs which appear at scales much larger than
the heavy quark mass. A significant feature of the method is that the perturbative order
at which the fixed–order and resummed results are obtained can be chosen independently
of each other in the most suitable way: in fact, we have explicitly considered two di!erent
NLO implementations (denoted as scheme A and scheme B) in which fixed order results
of order !s or !2

s have been combined with NLO parton distributions.
After discussing in detail the method and its implementation to O(!2

s), and verifying
explicitly its consistency, we have studied the impact of heavy quark corrections and their
ambiguity on the F2 and FL structure functions. We have found that charm mass e!ects
have a significant impact, at the level of 10% on the charm structure function F2 c (for fixed
PDF) for scales as large as Q2 ! 10–20 GeV2. The e!ect is rather larger in the threshold
region, and also for the FL c structure function, for which it is a sizable correction even at
Q2 ! 100 GeV2. For scales Q2 ! 4 GeV2 there is an ambiguity due to subleading terms
which are not accurate as threshold, which for F2 c at O(!s) is almost as large as the whole
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